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QUASI-PERIODIC IN-SITU FOAMING IN
PROCESSES OF SELECTIVE INSULATION OF

HIGH-PERMEABLE CHANNELS OF THE POROUS
MEDIUM

Abstract

Results of experimental and theoretical researches of in-situ quasiperiodic
foaming in porous channels are presented under filtration of the concentrated
water solutions of gas-yielding and gas-forming solutions with the purpose of
shut-off of water-out layers. Filtration characteristic of injected water solutions
of foam making chemical agents along flow tubes has been researched. The task
in view has been shown to search space-time distribution of injected blocking
solutions.

Selective insulation of water-out layers with barriers generated by high-viscous
gels or insoluble sediments, not always leads to desirable results. Field experience
confirms, that a barrier, generated on small distance from a well bottom, falls by
fluid flow which restores the configuration and injected water moves to a layer on
high-permeability channels once again.

Increase of flow diverting efficiency it is possible to reach by creation of not
an individual barrier, but by the sequence alternating interpenetrating insulation
barriers remote from each other on some distance in high-permeability zones.

Such barriers can be organized by consecutive injection of gas-forming and gas-
yielding solutions with additives of water-soluble polymers and their delivery in
water-saturated zones, providing conditions for pseudoperiodic foaming.

Let us suppose that into homogeneous horizontal interlayer it is consecutively
injected chemical agents S and K, dissolved in a water phase, in-situ reaction be-
tween which leads to formation of foamy structure. Condition for periodic foaming
is contact of agents in water solutions. We shall consider interaction of two dissolved
substances (S and K) with foam formation.

Originally the boundary of contact between contacting substances S and K is
maximal and formation of foamy structure is possible only at the presence of mutual
contact.

Here speed of moving of foam formation boundary depends not only on factors
of diffusion of two substances, but also on their initial concentration in solutions and
stoichiometric ratio under gas generation reaction.

Foaming process is experimentally studied in the PVT cell due to stochiometric
reactions of water solutions of chemical agents. In the laboratory researches (Fig.1)
it is established, that dynamic mixing of solutions it is possible to achieve a various
degree of intensity of agents contact leading to the new stages of foaming.

In [1, 2] periodic sedimentation is considered under misable solutions flow and
the theoretical substantiation of this process is offered. Zeldovich and Todes, being
based on this assumption, have shown existence of critical supersaturation value of a
solution without achievement which settling out is impossible and sizes of dimension


